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Some household debt numbers 
 
Just so you can go into arguments about debt 
perhaps better informed than your friends and 
family, here is some of the information which is 
available regarding household debt.  
 

Debt versus income 

 
The ratio of debt to income in the household 
sector has increased from around 60% three 
decades ago to 166% at the end of 2020. The 
level of debt has gone from $22bn in 1991 to 
about $315bn now. That is a sizeable jump. Does 
it mean NZ households are set for a debt-driven 
collapse? No. 
 

 
 
 
 

Debt servicing costs 

 
One reason debt levels have risen so much is that 
interest rates have been falling for the past three 
decades. This means that the proportion of 
household disposable income allocated to service 
the sector’s debt has been falling since a peak of 
about 14% in 2008 to less than 6% at the end of 
last year.  
 

 
The average debt interest rate in 1991 was 
15.6%, now it is 3.8% as at the end of 2020.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.tonyalexander.nz/
http://www.cressida.co.nz/
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Housing stock value 

 
The value of the housing stock has gone from 
$124bn in 1991 to about $1.5tn now. The ratio of 
debt to the stock value has risen from 17% in 1991 
to 24.5% now.  

 
Of the mortgage debt some 87% is at a fixed rate 
and 13% floating.  
 

 
 

Investor debt 

 
Of all registered bank mortgage lending 78% is to 
owner occupiers ($225bn) and 22% is to investors 
($86bn). Note however that some mortgages held 
over owner occupied property would fund 
investment property, but not much given the 
ability to deduct interest expense from the 
investment property mortgage. Now that the rules 
have changed, we are likely in coming years to 
see a rise in the proportion of lending secured 
against an owner-occupied property. This will give 
the misleading impression that an increasing 
proportion of the housing stock is shifting to owner 
occupiers.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.eventcentre.co.nz
https://www.aucklandproperty.net/
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Speed of debt repricing 

 
How quickly will rising interest rates affect current 
borrowers? That depends upon whether they are 
floating or fixed, and if fixed how long they have 
left to rollover. We can gain insight from Reserve 
Bank data.  
 
Owner occupier mortgage debt stands at $225bn. 
 
Floating $29bn 13% 
Fixed $196bn 87% 
 
Within the next 12 months some 77% of owner 
occupier’s mortgage debt will reset at a new rate. 
Very, very few people have opted for other than 
the one-year fixed rate in recent times. This 
means the Reserve Bank will relatively quickly be 
able to gauge the impact of tightening monetary 
policy on the economy.  
 

 
 
 

Investors’ debt stands at $86bn. 
 
Floating $10bn 11% 
Fixed $76bn 89% 
 
Within the coming year 80% of investor mortgage 
debt will reset at a new interest rate. 
 

 
 

Average mortgage size 

 
Data from the Reserve Bank available from late-
2014 tell us that average mortgage sizes for May 
2021 were as follows, with the graph showing 
sizes from 2014. 
 
All mortgages  $329,000 
First home buyers $548,000 
Other owner occupiers $271,000 
Investors $476,000 
 

https://www.glengarrywines.co.nz/salesflash
http://www.ashcrofthomes.co.nz/
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Of the new lending being undertaken recently 
about 20% is to first home buyers, 62% to owner 
occupiers, and 18% to investors.  
 

 
 
The proportion going to investors peaked near 
26% at the start of this year but has been declining 
since – and in fact was falling before the Reserve 
Bank altered LVRs and the Finance Minister 
announced tax changes on March 23.  

 
Since 2015 the proportion of debt going to first 
home buyers has been trending upward. Of all 
lending to first home buyers almost 38% involves 
a deposit of less than 20% the value of the 
property. For owner occupiers this is 3% and 
investors 0.3%. Even when LVRs were removed, 
at most in May through July last year only 0.6% of 
loans to investors involved deposits of less than 
20%. The peak for first home buyers was 44% in 
May last year.  

 
  

http://www.propertyscouts.co.nz
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Over the ten-year period starting in 2011 
average house prices in New Zealand have 
increased by about 150%. Auckland prices have 
gone up by 160% and in the rest of the country 
the average rise has been 140%. 

 

 
 

Three key factors explain the surge in prices. 

 

Weak house production 

 

First, following the 2008-09 Global Financial 

Crisis house construction fell sharply around the 

world. The collapse was led by countries which 

had seen surging construction ahead of the GFC 

on the back of extremely lax lending standards. 

This includes the United States, Ireland, Spain 

and Portugal. 

In New Zealand such poor lending to virtually 

anyone seeking a home loan did not occur. 

Nevertheless, with people predicting 40% price 

declines and constant media woe regarding price 

declines offshore, we saw the number of dwelling 

consents issued here fall to just 13,500 in 2011. 

This was the lowest number since the 1960s. 

 

Strong cutbacks in supply in the absence of an 

earlier over-supply tend naturally to push prices 

higher and make people expect that prices will 

rise. That is why Auckland prices soared first. 

There have been insufficient houses built in 

Auckland since about 2005 and discussions 

about shortages from 2011 were almost 

exclusively with regard to Auckland and nowhere 

else in the country.  

 

A population boom 

 

Second, right after house production declined 

sharply in New Zealand, population growth 

accelerated courtesy of a net migration boom.  

 

Our population grew on average by 0.9% per 

annum in the five years ending in 2011. It then 

grew 1.6% on average to 2016 and again to this 

year. Growth in fact averaged 2% per annum 

from 2014 – 2017 and this surge right after a 

House prices – the big picture summarised 

https://pattersonwp.co.nz/
https://pattersonwp.co.nz/
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decline in new house supply highlighted property 

shortages. 

 

 
The net annual migration flow in the five years to 

2011 averaged 5,000. It then averaged 35,000 in 

the five years to the end of 2016 and has 

averaged 51,000 over the past five years.  

 
Interest rates slashed 

 

Third, the Reserve Bank cut interest rates in 

2008 to fight our own recession and then the 

effects of the GFC – taking the official cash rate 

from 8.25% to 2.5% come 2009. They cut it to 

1.75% in 2016, 1.0% in 2019, and finally just 

0.25% last year. 

 

 
 

Reduced borrowing costs have brought a wave 

of people into the housing market – both 

investors and owner occupiers. Reduced bank 

deposit rates have encouraged the investor 

surge. 

 

All of these factors are now reversing, and house 

prices will not on average rise by 150% over the 

next ten years. Half that at best is possible. 

 

Now, house supply is booming 

 

First, house supply is now growing strongly and 

virtually every organisation in the country is 

seeking to boost construction further. The 

outcome will probably be eventual talk of an 

over-supply and the decline eventually of some 

less well capitalised operators in the home 

building sector. But until that happens, surging 

house construction will constrain house prices. 

The number of consents issued for the 

construction of new dwellings has risen from 

13,500 in 2011 to almost 44,000 over the past 

year. This is a record number which equates to 

about 0.9% of the population compared with near 

0.3% a decade ago, a long-term average of 

0.6%, but 1.4% in the early-1970s.  

 

http://www.professionals.co.nz/ownership
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House construction consents have increased 5.5 

times in Auckland over the past decade and 2.5 

times elsewhere.  

 

Population growth has slowed 

 

Second, population growth is slowing. Growth 

looks to have been about 1% over the past year 

and will probably be about the same in the 

coming year. When the borders open up the 

migration flows could be very messy for a while. 

But at that time if not before, a lot of young Kiwis 

are likely to embark on their delayed OE, plus 

many people will be shifting offshore for 

employment, especially to Australia. There is a 

high risk that New Zealand experiences a period 

of net negative migration flows for a while.  

 

Underlying it all, Statistics New Zealand project 

that the NZ population between 2018 and 2048 

will grow by just 27% as compared with growth 

near 48% between 1988 and 2018. This largely 

reflects a higher death rate plus reduced fertility 

rate which has already been recorded. 

 

 
 

Interest rates are rising 

 

Third, interest rates are now rising. We can only 

guess at the pace, the peak, and when rates 

start falling again. But it seems reasonable to 

expect that about 18 months from now borrowing 

costs will be about 2% above levels people have 

been paying recently.  

 

The reversing of all three key factors which have 

produced a surprisingly fast pace of house price 

increase in recent times will inevitably produce a 

slowing in the pace of increase.  

 

On top of these three key forces, we can load a 

whole lot of other things such as the following.  

 

• Rules constraining the ability of landlords to 

manage their tenants and properties. 

• Rules reducing the returns of landlords.  

• Ending of an unusual period of parent panic 

regarding home ownership of their offspring 

which has forced them to buy early on their 

behalf or boost their deposits.  

• Ending of the pandemic-induced switching 

of people’s buying from travelling then 

purchasing a house to purchasing then 

travelling later on.  

• Baby Boomers slowly divesting themselves 

of their assets.  

 

But we can also put some factors on the other 

side – that is, pointing towards still firmly rising 

prices. 

 

• Increasing construction costs. 

• Capacity constraints limiting house 

construction. 

• Increasing construction standards (e.g., for 

insulation).  

 

Don’t ever be fooled into thinking that anyone 

has a model which can get anywhere close to 

predicting where house prices will go at the 

national level. And the idea of one which could 

pick regional price changes is silly.  

 

But the fundamentals have now shifted, and 

you’d best shift your personal price gain 

expectations away from what you’ve experienced 

over the past ten years towards something more 

reasonable. I suggest halving what you’ve got 

used to.  
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Nothing I write here or anywhere else in this 

publication is intended to be personal advice. 

You should discuss your financing options 

with a professional.  

 

The last time we had a monetary policy 

tightening cycle in New Zealand it ran from 2004 

to 2007 and involved the official cash rate going 

from 5% to 8.25%. The one-year fixed mortgage 

rate went from 6.2% to 9.9%. 

 

The one-year rate is now on the way up from a 

record low of 2.19% and chances are high that it 

will reach around 4.5% in a couple of years.  

 

Given that this is the first tightening cycle to 

commence with high probability of going the full 

distance in 16 years, I have explicitly introduced 

this section in my weekly Tony’s View to assist 

the many people with over $300bn of mortgage 

debt, to manage their interest rate risk.  

 

Each week I will include a table showing my 

projections for where I think the one-year rate will 

sit. 78%, or some $240bn, of mortgage debt 

comes up for rate renewal within 12 months. 

Many people have grabbed the candy of the one-

year rate and will have been planning to keep 

rolling one year. Such a strategy has worked well 

in the post-GFC era.  

 

But over the next two years many of these 

people will panic and abandon that strategy, 

some eventually set to lock in fixed for 3-5 years 

at rates they currently would not touch with a 

bargepole. I’ll be aiming to limit that panic and 

the damage people will do to their budgets. 

 

These are my forecasts of where the one-year 

fixed mortgage rate will sit in July for each of the 

next few years. These forecasts will change as 

new information appears and may already have 

changed between my writing this document and 

you opening it.  

 

You should explicitly factor rate forecast 

uncertainty into your risk management strategy. 

Don’t just assume a forecast track is right. And 

remember, concentrate less on your borrowing 

rate and more on your rate of repayment. 

 

 Forecast Rolling Current 

 1 year average lowest fixed 

 rate rates rates 

2021 2.49  2.49 1 yr 

2022 3.5 3.00 2.49 2 yr 

2023 4.5 3.50 3.24 3 yr 

2024 4.5 3.75 3.49 4 yr 

2025 4 3.80 3.79 5 yr 

 

If I were borrowing at the moment, I’d look to 

spread my risk over the 2-4-year periods. Good 

luck. Speak with an advisor. They will take your 

personal circumstances into account.  
  

If I were a borrower, what would I do? 

http://www.emptyhomes.co.nz
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I am accepting ads of 3.7cm*8cm dimension for 

inclusion in this two-column section of my weekly 

publication. If you wish to place an advertisement 

here email me for details. 

tony@tonyalexander.nz 
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Links to publications 
 
Tony’s View Spending Plans Survey
  

 
 
Tony’s View Business Survey 

 
 

Tony’s Thoughts Vlog 

 
 
REINZ & Tony Alexander Real Estate Survey 

 
 
Oneroof weekly column 

 
 
mortgages.co.nz & Tony Alexander Mortgage 
Advisors Survey  

 

 
Tony Alexander Regional Property Report   

 
 
Valocity Valuer Survey 

 
 
Crockers & Tony Alexander Investor Insights 

 
 
 
 

NZHL Tony’s Thoughts Video 

Each week I record a three-minute video for NZ 

Home Loans and in the most recent one I 

discuss rising interest rates. Enjoy.   

The landing page for these videos is here. 
 
 
 
 

  

To enquire about advertising in Tony Alexander publications email me at tony@tonyalexander.nz 
 

This publication has been provided for general information only. Although every effort has been made to ensure this publication is accurate 
the contents should not be relied upon or used as a basis for entering into any products described in this publication. To the extent that 
any information or recommendations in this publication constitute financial advice, they do not take into account any person’s particular 
financial situation or goals. We strongly recommend readers seek independent legal/financial advice prior to acting in relation to any of 
the matters discussed in this publication. No person involved in this publication accepts any liability for any loss or damage whatsoever 
which may directly or indirectly result from any advice, opinion, information, representation or omission, whether negligent or otherwise, 
contained in this publication.   
 

One-off issue of Tview Premium 
 
To receive a one-off copy of Tview Premium for $15.00 incl. GST, being this week’s issue only, there are 
two payment options offered in order to keep admin simple at my end. Be sure to enter your email address 
correctly as that is where the issue will be sent. All payments received up until next Wednesday night will 
elicit a TVP of the same date as this TV. All from next Thursday morning will receive the next TVP issue. 
Any problems, just email me.  

PayPal 
POLi 
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